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Abstract. The paradigm of Software as a Service (SaaS) offers an in-
teresting option to vendors of simulation software for providing their
applications to a wide circle of customers. However, this imposes a chal-
lenge to vendors whose applications exist only as classical desktop tools,
so far: Interfaces for the remote control have to be provided which are
as independent from the underlying cloud infrastructure as possible in
order to avoid vendor lock-ins. We present an interoperable platform
developed in the project Cloud4E (Trusted Cloud Computing for Engi-
neering), which allows the provisioning of existing simulation software
in form of a service in a cloud. The interoperability of the platform and
of the services is achieved by the usage of the Open Cloud Computing
Interface (OCCI) together with the Advanced Message Queuing Proto-
col (AMQP) where OCCI is not only used as interface to Infrastruc-
ture as a Service (IaaS) but also as interface to SaaS. Hence, the OCCI
server plays a central role within the platform and can quickly become a
bottleneck, which degrades the performance of the whole platform. We
present detailed performance investigations and suggest options to im-
prove the performance. The investigations were performed on the widely
used OCCI server implementation called rOCCI server connected to the
OpenNebula cloud middleware.
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1 Introduction

Today, the design of technical systems usually requires computer simulations
like for example finite element method (FEM) computations. These computer-
aided engineering (CAE) simulations are frequently very compute intensive and
thus require an appropriate amount of computational power. Furthermore, are
the licenses for professional simulation software usually very cost-intensive. In
the publicly funded project Cloud4E [1] a platform was developed, which allows
vendors of such simulation software to provide their software as a service in a
cloud. This can be beneficial for the user as well as the software provider. The
user is able to use the soft- and hardware on a pay-per-use basis, which can yield
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significant cost savings and the simulation software provider is able to make its
tools available to users who were previously not able to use them due to cost
reasons.

In order to increase the user’s trust, it is envisaged that primarily regional
compute centers act as providers of the cloud resources on which the Cloud4E
services are deployed. Hence, it has to be ensured that the Cloud4E platform
and services are portable between different cloud middlewares. This is achieved
by the usage of OCCI [2,3], which is not only used as interface to IaaS but also
as interface to the services.

Since regional compute centers have only limited resources available, it has
to be possible to outsource computations to resources of other cloud providers
if necessary and if the user agrees. Thus, hybrid or federated clouds have to be
supported. This is enabled by the employment of OCCI together with AMQP
[4,5]. Since the communication via AMQP is done over a central server, VMs or
services can communicate, which can not directly reach each other. This makes
it possible to distribute tasks or services over VMs of multiple clouds, without
restricting the communication between them.

The Cloud4E platform was already used successfully to build services for the
CAE simulation software SimulationX [6] and the free FEM solver UNA [7].
Although the platform is intended for the provisioning of simulation software
as service, it can be used for the provisioning of other types of services as well.
For example, there are services for the parameter sweep tool GridWorker [8] and
the evolutionary algorithm framework FrogEA [8,9], which were both initially
developed for the usage in grids.

The OCCI server is besides the AMQP server a central component of the
Cloud4E platform, which acts as link among multiple service instances and be-
tween clients and services. In the project an open source Ruby implementation
named rOCCI server [10], which was adapted to the needs of Cloud4E, is used.
Experience has shown that the rOCCI server has a crucial impact on the perfor-
mance of the Cloud4E platform. This has been investigated in detail in order to
improve the performance. This manuscript presents the results of these investi-
gations and describes possibilities to improve the performance.

But first, in Section 2 related work is discussed before Section 3 gives an
overview of the complete Cloud4E platform. Then in Section 4 the rOCCI server
and the functional adaptions we made to it in Cloud4E are described more in
detail. Section 5 covers the performance investigation and tuning and finally,
Section 6 gives a short summary and conclusion.

2 Related Work

A number of simulation tools can already be used in form of cloud services.
Rescale [11] provides more then 30 simulation tools in form of services running
on their own infrastructure. A lot of CAE tools from Autodesk [12] can also be
used as cloud services.

Tsai et al. [13] developed SimSaaS – a framework and runtime environment
that allows the execution of simulations in service-oriented architectures. The
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framework is based on the description of simulations with PSML (Process Spec-
ification and Modeling Language) [14] combined with automatic code generation.
Thus, it is not suitable for integrating existing simulation software. The Euro-
pean projects CloudSME (Cloud based Simulation platform for Manufacturing
and Engineering) [15] and Fortissimo [16] have a similar scope like Cloud4E but
at the time of writing they were not started, yet.

OCCI is also used in other interoperable platforms than the Cloud4E platform.
Lezzi et al. [17] use the rOCCI server in order to execute applications over
the COMP Superscalar programming framework (COMPS) [18] in a federated
cloud operated by the EGI (European Grid Infrastructure). But in contrast to
Cloud4E, they use OCCI only for the control of IaaS. In the project BonFIRE
[19] the specification of OCCI was extend in order to use it for the monitoring
in federated clouds. They do not use an existing OCCI server. Instead, they use
the OCCI API of the cloud middleware if available or self-implemented servers,
otherwise. To the best of our knowledge there are no publications on performance
investigations related to OCCI, yet.

3 Overview of the Cloud4E Platform

The Cloud4E platform consists of several components that allow to easily create
and control portable simulation services. Figure 1 illustrates all the components
and their communication over OCCI. The components are able to communicate
with each other over an AMQP bus. Running instances of a simulation service
are connected over AMQP, as well.

Fig. 1. The Cloud4E architecture

Heart of the Cloud4E platform is a so called Service Controller. This is a node
where the following tools are running: A rOCCI server, which is reachable over
AMQP (see Section 4), a service registry, which stores all simulation services
available in the platform and an AMQP server (RabbitMQ in the project in-
frastructure). The Service Controller can be a physical host of the cloud, a VM
running in the cloud or even a host at the client side.
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With help of the rOCCI client library a client can start VMs in the cloud
over the rOCCI server of the Service Controller. In OCCI a VM is represented in
form of an OCCI compute resource. Such a compute resource contains attributes
providing information about the VM like the number of physical cores or the
state of the VM. Additionally, a compute resource provides actions that can be
triggered by a client – e.g. a restart- or a stop-action. Over these actions and
attributes an OCCI client can control running VMs. A compute resource can
be extended by a so called OCCI mixin which defines additional actions and/or
attributes.

In a VM a service stored in the service registry can be deployed. A service
consists of three components. One component is the simulation application pro-
vided by the service. Another component is the OCCI Service Adapter (OSA)
developed in Cloud4E. The OSA provides an OCCI interface to the simulation
tool in form of actions and attributes. It registers the interface in form of a mixin
to the rOCCI server and listens at an AMQP queue for incoming OCCI requests.

Since different simulation tools require different interfaces, there is a third
component named Service Connector. This is a Ruby (or JRuby) class which
defines the attributes and actions of the interface with help of a domain-specific
language and implements the actions in form of usual Ruby methods. This Ser-
vice Connector is used by the OSA to handle incoming OCCI requests. Thus,
the OSA forms a generic OCCI wrapper around a service connector, which in
turn forms a service dependent Ruby interface to the simulation software.

A client can query the interface description from the rOCCI server and can
control the service over the actions and attributes defined in the interface de-
scription. It can send an OCCI request either directly to the OSA of the service
or to the rOCCI server which forwards the request to the OSA. For the control
of a service a library provided by the OSA can be used. Thus, the OSA is used
at the service side as well as the client side and an OSA of a service can act as
client for the OSA of another service.

Since the client can dynamically query the interface description, it can be
implemented independent from the exact service to control. Thus, when a soft-
ware vendor wants to provide a certain simulation tool in form of a service, in
the simplest case he/she has only to provide the simulation tool and a Service
Connector. All other components of the Cloud4E platform are generic.

The usage of OCCI as described above required some modifications to the
rOCCI server described in the next section.

4 The rOCCI Server in Cloud4E

The rOCCI server has a modular design: A frontend is responsible for the com-
munication with a client while a backend acts as interface between the server and
the cloud middleware. More precisely, the backend is responsible for monitoring
and controlling the middleware as required. There are different backends for dif-
ferent cloud middlewares. The rOCCI server provides four backends: a dummy
backend for testing purposes, backends for OpenNebula and OpenStack and an
EC2 backend. Further backends can be added by the user if required.
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In order to use OCCI not only as interface to IaaS but also as interface to
services, the following adaptions to the rOCCI server were made in Cloud4E:

– The frontend was extended in order to support communication over AMQP
and not only over HTTP. This AMQP support will be adopted in future
official releases of the server.

– The actions and attributes that are offered by a service, which is running
on a certain VM are linked with the OCCI compute resource representing
this VM in form of an OCCI mixin. And the AMQP queue to which the
service is connected is linked as OCCI link to the compute resource. The
backend was appropriately extended to support this functionality: When a
link/mixin is registered to a compute resource, the link/mixin is stored in
a database. In subsequent queries of the compute resource the link/mixin is
added to that compute resource by the backend. Before adding the mixin,
the current values of the attributes stored in that mixin are retrieved from
the service over AMQP and are inserted into the mixin in order to ensure
that they are always up to date.

– When a client triggers an action on a service over the rOCCI server the
request is forwarded to the service over AMQP. Also this functionality was
added to the backend.

The described adaptions which concern the backend are integrated into the back-
ends for OpenNebula and for OpenStack since these two cloud middlewares are
used in Cloud4E.

5 Performance Investigations and Tuning

Initially, performance problems occurred during the test of Service Connectors
in the described infrastructure. These issues related to performance were inves-
tigated thoroughly and could be solved to the greatest extent. They are mainly
caused by the rOCCI server and the cloud middleware and thus do not solely
affect the platform used in Cloud4E. Therefore, in the following the results of
the investigations are presented and options to improve the performance are
described.

The performance problems particularly occur when worker services are start-
ed over a master service. The master-worker principle is a convenient method
to distribute work over multiple VMs or services: One service acts as a master,
which controlls multiple worker services and is responsible for distributing the
work over them. The master is also responsible for the start of the workers (the
worker VMs along with the worker services running on them). With the current
Cloud4E service connectors this is done in the following way: The user or client
triggers an action start workers on the master service and passes the desired
number of workers to start as parameter to the action. Then the master starts
the specified number of worker VMs and periodically queries their state from
the rOCCI server until the VMs and the services on them are running (the
services start automatically after the boot of the VMs). When the worker VMs
and services are running, the master is ready to distribute the work over them.
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Fig. 2. Start times for different numbers of workers during different stages of perfor-
mance improvement measured over the master service (Tm) and over the rOCCI server
(Tr) together with the time Tboot to start and boot the worker VMs over OpenNebula.

We measured the times it takes to start different numbers of workers from
1 to 40 without any performance optimizations. These times are shown as T 1

m

in Figure 2. The times are measured over the master service and represent the
timespan between triggering the start workers action and the moment when
the master recognizes that all workers are running. All values are averaged over
five measurements. The measurements are done in the following testbed: Version
0.5 of the rOCCI server is used, running over Ruby 2.0.0 and connected to
OpenNebula 4.0.1 (ON) as cloud middleware. The rOCCI server and ON are
running on the cloud frontend (with two AMD Opteron 2435 hex-cores) with
Debian as operating system. QEMU 1.1.2 is used as hypervisor and the physical
hosts (with two AMD Opteron 2216HE dual-cores, each) connected to ON are
running with Debian as well. After the master service has started the worker
VMs, it queries their states from the rOCCI server in intervals of five seconds
until all the started VMs are in the ON state running. From that moment
on it queries their states in intervals of 15 seconds until all worker services
are started. The worker VMs run Windows XP as operating system. During
the measurements, attribute updates were deactivated in order to omit their
influence on the start times of the workers.

The measurements show that T 1
m is increasing rapidly with an increasing

number of workers to start. While the start of one worker takes around 115 s,
the start of 40 workers takes ca. 13 min. It can be assumed that in practice
frequently far more than 40 workers are demanded – e.g. 100 workers. Based
on the increase of T 1

m, start times way beyond 30 min can be expected for 100
workers. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the reasons for such long start
times.
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One might argue that the reason is that the times required to start the worker
VMs over ON and to boot them rise with an increasing number of worker VMs.
That is quite possible since the workers are started with help of the ON qcow
transfer driver from overlay images that all depend on the same base-image,
which is shared over NFS (Network File System). Thus, it is possible that VMs
interfere with each other during boot. In order to figure out if this is the case, we
measured the times required to start different numbers of worker VMs directly
over ON. The VMs are started with the ON command line tool onetemplate. In
the VMs a small program is started automatically after boot which connects via
a socket to the cloud head node. We measured the times between creating the
VMs with onetemplate and the moment when all VMs have notified the head
node. The times are shown as Tboot in Figure 2 and they are averaged over 10
measurements. It has to be mentioned that we do not use the scheduler of ON for
the scheduling of the VMs to physical hosts. Instead, we use a self-implemented
scheduler [20] which delegates the scheduling to a cluster batch system (Oracle
Grid Engine) in order to better integrate the cloud infrastructure in our existing
cluster. The scheduling interval of this scheduler was set to 10 s. Thus, 10 to 20
seconds of the start times arise from the scheduling. As it can be seen in Figure
2, there is a certain increase of Tboot when the number of VMs is increased from
1 to 5. The reason for that is most likely that the VMs are configured with one
virtual CPU (VCPU) and thus, up to 4 VMs are scheduled to the same physical
host where they slightly interfere with each other. From 5 to 40 VMs Tboot is
only marginally increasing and it is much less than T 1

m. Thus, the reason for
the high start times of the workers is not that the worker VMs take too long to
start/boot.

Since the master has to query periodically the states of the worker services,
there is a certain delay between the moment when all worker services are started
and the moment when this is recognized by the master. In order to investigate if
that delay is responsible for the strong increase of T 1

m, we did not only measure
the start times of the workers over the master but simultaneously over the rOCCI
server. The times measured over the rOCCI server do not contain the delay, thus
representing the “real” start times. They are shown as T 1

r in Figure 2. It can
be seen that the gap between T 1

r and T 1
m increases with increasing number of

workers. For 20 workers it takes the master around 25 s to recognize that the
worker services are started. For 40 workers this time increases to around 135 s.
But nevertheless, T 1

r increases similarly strong as T 1
m. For 40 workers it amounts

to ca. 11 min.
Thus, it can be stated that the strong increase of T 1

m with increasing number
of workers is partly caused by an increase of the boot times of the VMs and
the increasing time it takes the master to recognize that the worker services are
running. But these are definitely not the main reasons. Hence, there has to be
a performance problem with the start of the worker services after the worker
VMs are booted. During the start of a worker service it sends five requests to
the rOCCI server in order to register its interface to the server. Along with
each request, authentication information for the cloud middleware is send to the
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server. Thus, a service acts as a certain cloud user (for example the account
of the service provider or of the end user). For each request the rOCCI server
uses the authentication information for querying all relevant information from
the cloud middleware (per XML-RPC calls with help of the Ruby OCA gem in
the case of OpenNebula) that is accessible by the authenticated user, like VM
templates, VM images and so on. Especially, all running VMs are queried from
the cloud middleware. The obtained information about running VMs is then
parsed and converted into the internal OCCI format (OCCI compute resources).
It turned out that the time the rOCCI server requires to handle a request,
strongly depends on the number of VMs that are currently running for the user.
Figure 3 shows the times we measured for different numbers of running VMs.
All values are averaged over 10 measurements and the times are split up into the
time it takes the server to query all running VMs from ON, the time it takes to
parse the VM information and the rest of time it takes to handle the request.
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Fig. 3. Time required by the rOCCI server without any performance improvements to
handle a request when different numbers of VMs of the requesting user are running.

The time to query all VMs from ON slightly increases with an increasing
number of running VMs. The time to parse the VMs increases very strong and
the rest of time stays almost constant. With two running VMs the time to
handle a request takes ca. 0.69 s. With 41 running VMs it takes ca. 2.7 s.
When 40 workers are started, 41 VMs are running (the 40 workers VMs and the
master VM) and as already stated each worker service sends five requests to the
server. The requests of all worker services are send almost simultaneously and
the server handles all requests sequentially. Additionally to the requests of the
worker services, there are requests of the master in order to query the states of
the workers. This explains the long start times of the workers – the rOCCI server
becomes a bottleneck and so the worker services interfere each others start. This
would also be the case when the workers are started directly over the user client
and not over the master service.
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In order to improve the performance of the rOCCI server, we removed tasks
from it that are done during handling a request and that are either redundant
or not required for the Cloud4E infrastructure: During the parsing of a VM the
information about the VM is again queried from ON. This was removed since it
is not necessary. Additionally, the parsing of all information that is not relevant
for the Cloud4E infrastructure, like the used virtual network or the IP address
of the VM, was removed. We also removed the query of all VM images and all
virtual networks from ON.

This yielded a significant reduction of the start times of the workers. The
start times measured after the improvement of the performance of the rOCCI
server are shown as T 2

m and T 2
r in Figure 2. T 2

m are the times measured over the
master and T 2

r the times measured over the rOCCI server. It can be seen that the
increase of T 2

m and T 2
r is less strong than that of T 1

m and T 1
r . By the described

performance improvements the start time for 40 workers could be reduced from
about 13 min to 5 min. Additionally, the gap between T 2

m and T 2
r is less than

that between T 1
m and T 1

r .
But the start times are still unsatisfying. For 40 workers T 2

m is more than twice
as much as Tboot. Hence, we were looking for further possibilities to improve the
performance. By the described improvements of the rOCCI server the time to
parse the VMs is reduced and thus, the time to query the VMs from ON accounts
for a bigger portion of the total time required to handle a request. Measurements
yielded that the time required to query all running VMs from ON does not only
depend on the number of running VMs but also on the VMs accessible by the user
that are stored in the database of ON. For accounting purposes VMs, even those
that are already shutdown, are kept in a database. As configured per default,
we use a SQLite database for ON. During the measurements so far, between
21,000 and 23,000 VMs of the user as which the worker services authenticated
themself to the rOCCI server were stored in the ON database. Figure 4 shows
how long it takes the rOCCI server to query all running VMs of a user from ON
for different numbers of running VMs and different numbers of VMs of the user
in the ON database. The values are averaged over 10 measurements. When 40
VMs are running the time to query the running VMs with 25,000 VMs in the
database (0.4 s) is about 3 times as high as with 1,000 VMs in the database
(0.14 s). If only one VM is running the time with 25,000 VMs in the database
(0.26 s) is about 16 times as high as with 1,000 VMs (0.016 s). Although the
absolute differences in time are small, they sum up to a notable amount when
regarded over multiple requests to the rOCCI server. This can be seen from
T 3
m and T 3

r in Figure 2. These are the start times of the workers after deleting
already shutdown VMs from the ON database. For 40 workers the start time
could be reduced by more than one minute to 228 s only by deleting shutdown
VMs from the ON database.

But it is still ca. 100 s higher than Tboot. Hence, we tried to further improve the
performance by parallelizing the rOCCI server so that multiple requests can be
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handled in parallel. A parallelization on the thread level would yield no benefit
since Ruby threads do not run in parallel. But since we use AMQP as trans-
port protocol the server can be easily parallelized by starting multiple processes
of the server, which are all connected to the same AMQP queue. The requests
arriving on that queue are automatically distributed by the AMQP server per
round-robin among the multiple processes. A consequence of the parallelization
is that it can theoretically not be ensured that requests are finished in the same
order as they are send by a client. But usually clients wait for a response of the
server before sending a subsequent request and thus a fixed order is ensured.
The effect of the parallelization on the start times of the workers can be seen
from T 4

m and T 4
r in Figure 2. These are the times measured when the rOCCI

server runs with 4 processes. By the parallelization the start times of 40 workers
could be further reduced by 50 s and it can be seen that T 4

r is close to Tboot.
Figure 5 shows the start times of 40 workers with different numbers of processes
used by the rOCCI server (averaged over 10 measurements). As it can be seen,
starting with 4 processes an increase of the number of processes has no effect on
the start times. But for higher numbers of workers it can be assumed that an
increase of the number of processes would be beneficial. After all the described
performance improvements the “real” start time Tr of 40 workers is about 20 s
higher than the pure start time Tboot of the worker VMs and there is a delay of
about 30 s between Tr and the start time Tm measured over the master. Thus,
there might be further potential for improvements but the start times are now in
an acceptable range. T 4

m and T 4
r increase only slightly with an increasing number

of workers, leading to a much better scalability compared to the infrastructure
before the improvements. And although the performance investigations and tun-
ing focused on the start of workers because here the performance issues are most
obviouse, the whole OCCI communication in the Cloud4E platform is affected
by the performance improvements.
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6 Conclusion

The Cloud4E platform allows simulation software vendors to provide their ex-
isting applications in form of a cloud service. The employment of the open stan-
dards OCCI and AMQP ensures interoperability and avoids vendor lock-ins.
Integration tests yielded that the rOCCI server has a significant impact on the
performance of the whole platform. It can quickly become a bottleneck, espe-
cially during the start of multiple services. In order to improve the performance
of the rOCCI server, it can be beneficial to remove unneeded features from
it. Adaptions to the cloud middleware, like deleting VMs from the database of
OpenNebula, can increase the performance as well. The usage of AMQP as trans-
port protocol for the OCCI communication provides an easy way to parallelize
the rOCCI server, yielding an additional performance improvement. Thus, we
were able to enhance the performance of the rOCCI server connected to Open-
Nebula to an acceptable niveau. The next steps are to do analogous performance
improvements with OpenStack as cloud middleware and to enable EC2 based
middlewares in the Cloud4E platform by appropriate adjustments of the EC2
backend of the rOCCI server.
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